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Dear colleagues,

The Muenchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH ist the new umbrella brand of the former independent German publishing house 
“FinanzBuch Verlag GmbH“.

It is my pleasure to present to you the first joined International Rights Catalogue ”Autumn 2011“ for the Muenchner Verlags-
gruppe GmbH with its five Imprints:

Popular Business: Management, Economy, Politics, Job, Careers

Finance Guides for professionals and private investors: Finance 
Investment, Trading
Professional Business: Marketing Business: Marketing, Management, Sales, Production

True Crime, Lifestyle, Non-Fiction & Biography, Humor, Sport, Fitness, Beauty

Non-Fiction & Biography, Personal Development, Communication, Self-Help

Bestsellers 2011 and backlist :

Redline Verlag  “They ain’t bought nothing yet“ by Martin Limeck
   “Know yourself, know your customer“ by Frank M. Scheelen
   “The only one, that disturbs, is the digital customer“ by Edgar K. Geffroy

FinanzBuch Verlag “Strategic Metals and Rare Earths“ by Mikael Henrik von Nauckhoff
   “World War of the Currencies“ by Daniel D. Eckert
   “The Secret gold Policy“ by Dimitri Speck

mi Wirtschaftsbuch “Innovation Excellence“ by Dr. Stephan Scholtissek
   “The forbidden place or: the enacted enticement“ by Christian Mikunda
   “International Market Development – Four Steps to enter New Markets 
     successfully“ by Michael Neubert

riva Verlag  “Freedom sacrificed. The biography of the Nobel Laureate for Peace 2010, 
     Liu Xiaobo“ by Bei Ling
   “Around the world in 80 woman“ by Thilo Mischke

mvgVerlag  “Dogs would live longer if ...“ by Dr. med. vet. Jutter Ziegler
   “50 life-long days“ by Detlef Vetten
   “A Head Full of Straw“ by Vera F. Birkenbihl

We control world rights on all new and backlist titles and I would be happy to send you reading samples on publication.
I wish you an enjoyable browse through our catalogue!

Frankfurt Bookfair 2011
We cordially invite you to visit us at our stand in Hall 3.0 / Stand B 115 (Muenchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH)

Maria Pinto-Peuckmann
Rights Director / International Affairs

Münchner Verlagsgruppe GmbH

Content

Phone: + 49-89-65 12 85-2 44
Fax: +49-89-65 20 96
E-Mail: mpinto-peuckmann@m-vg.de 
www.redline-verlag.de 
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www.finanzbuchverlag.de
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martIn lImbeck, the „international Hardselling Expert“, is one of the most profiled and successful trainers and speakers in 
Europe. Multiple awards document his position in the industry: International German Training Award 2006, 5-Years-Award and 
Trainer of the Year 2008, Conga-Award 2009. He was the youngest member of Club 55 – The  European Community of Experts 
in Marketing and Sales – and since then has confirmed his qualification every year with the Quality Certificate awarded by this 
community. He is one of the few european CSPs (Certified Speaking Professional) and member of the NSA (National Speakers 
Association).
His direct manner not only inspires trade delegates but has caused him to be featured in press (e.g. Financial Times) and on tele-
vision. He speaks excellent English and is a confident presenter at English-speaking conferences. In his book he explains what 
triggered his enthusiasm for selling when he lived in the USA as a young man. This enthusiasm is his trademark and most impor-
tant success factor. Martin Limbeck is witty, original and authentic. He combines typical American entrepreneurial spirit like 
never giving up and striving for success with typical German attitudes like being accurate, strict disciplined and loyal.

„I went to America to catch up on what school could not do for me what I could not do for school: I learned English. And I had a wonderful 
time, because apart from learning English, I specially learned what it means to sell.“

For more information see www.martinlimbeck.de 

marIus rIchter (see picture) has long-
standing experience as a leader of committees 
for determining extensive corruption offenses 
in the economy and public administration. He 
is the developer and the holder of rights of the 
comprehensive corruption prevention system, 
the so-called Anti-Corruption Wall, and author 
of the electronic knowledge platform.

norbert naulIn is tax investigator with 
the Tax Office for Penal Tax Matters and Tax 
Investigations in Wuppertal. Besides, he is an 
associate official of the tax search at the national 
criminal office of North Rhine-Westphalia in 
Dusseldorf and is a co-developer of the Anti-
Corruption Wall.

experts show what optimum corruption pre-
vention looks like

the unique total concept for enduring preven-
tion protect companies and statutory authori-
ties step by step

When morality fails

7management and corporate management

the deciding soft skills for sellers

top performance with the right attitude

top sales trainer of germany reveals his 

strategy of success

the deciding 

top performance with the right attitude

top sales trainer of 

strategy of success

What one cannot learn about sales

6 polItIcs & economY

Bribery, corruptibility, accepting and granting privileges or undue 
advantages – corruption has many facets. However, while many 
connect corruption rather to the Third World, emerging markets 
or impoverished Eastern bloc states, it also happens in our economy. 
The scandal in Siemens or the bribery affair in MAN proves that 
even national enterprises are involved in the illegal »business 
development«. Quite a lot of enterprises still budget – illegally 
there or here – an appropriate amount for corruption right from 
the beginning.

The anti-corruption experts, the Detective Chief Superintendent 
Marius Richter and the tax investigator Norbert Naulin, have 
developed the comprehensive A-C-W-System for enterprises as 
well as for statutory authorities, with which organisations can 
enduringly protect themselves against corruption. Their Anti-
Corruption Wall works like a virus filter in the PC and closes, among 
others, the loop holes step by step with its individual components 
for analysis, screening and measures.

In this book, the top sales trainer Martin Limbeck describes his 
personal strategy and the mental posture, which has brought him 
to the top of the trainers' guild. And he shows that it is by no means 
only the ice-cold and hard striving for sales which makes for success 
– it rather only serves to create a bad image of the profession of 
sellers. In order to render top performances, clear values like 
humanity, honesty and fairness are also required. The book is written 
in such a way, as Martin Limbeck operates on the trainer’s stage: 
with tempo, instructively and humorously

A must for all sellers!

Martin Limbeck
he has not already bought
Top sellers think so

app. 200 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm
Hardcover
19.99 € (G) | 20.60 € (A) | CHF 30.50

ISBN 978-3-86881-288-6
March 2011
1st edition March 2011
5th edition September 2011
15000 copies sold
Available
Rights sold to Czech Republic,
Slovene and India (english world-wide) 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 2 8 8 6

Marius Richter | Norbert Naulin
anti-corruption Wall
Strategies against corruption–
for enterprises and authorities

about 380 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover
49.90 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-318-0
September 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 3 1 8 0



herman h. Wala is the owner of Wala 
Strategy & Brand Consultants. The asked mar-
keting strategist consults, among others, Gruner 
+ Jahr, Gore & Associates, Procter & Gamble, 
Kabel Deutschland, ProSiebenSat1, Sky and Ver-
satel. Before, he was responsible for the group 
marketing in Hubert Burda Media and worked 
in leading advertising agencies like Ogilvy & 
Mather and Saatchi & Saatchi. He holds talks in 
the Technical College for Applied Management 
in Erding and in the Bavarian Academy of Adver-
tisement and Marketing in Munich.

sImone Janson is an expert for topics like 
professional life and business start – ups and- 
blogs on these regularly at www.berufebilder.de. 
She writes as a journalist, among others, for ZEIT 
ONLINE and changeX. The Redline Verlag 
(publishers) has already published these by her: 
Die 110%-Lüge (The 110% lies), 30 Chancen für 
Existenzgründer (30 opportunities for existence foun-
ders).

curses and blessings of social media: estimate 
the risks correctly

the guidebook for all sceptical social media 
users 

advantages and dangers of Facebook, twitter, 
blog & co

The right dose of
Social Media

9proFessIon & career

making enterprises unique 

the 7 decisive tools, in order to make strong 
brands from companies

Interviews with prominent »brand ambassa-
dors«

making enterprises unique 

the 7 decisive tools, in order to make strong 
brands from companies

Interviews with prominent »brand ambassa
dors«

The collapse of the life insurances

8 polItIcs & economY

There are countless tools for social media users: Twitter, Facebook, 
Xing, LinkedIn, MySpace, the VZ networks and many more. More 
and more people give in to network temptations and the pressure 
on the individuals rises higher and higher, to register – also for 
professional reasons – on Facebook and others. However, the data 
striptease linked with it goes too far for many people and quite a 
few ask themselves, what is sensible for them if at all.

The book describes the most current developments of the world 
of social media. And it shows why Facebook is the correct tool for 
one person while Twitter is for the other, and why some such 
network, which was the rage yesterday, is out in the cold again today. 
It answers the questions, which many ask themselves: Where is it 
worthwhile to become active if at all? When does it rather damage? 
Some rush head over heels into online activities and post and tweet 
for all their worth; the others greet the hype with scepticism. 
However, does one really need hundreds of thousands of “friends”? 
Is not the personal data primarily tapped when one does so and 
does not the sphere of personal privacy crumble then?

The expert Simone Janson shows how a sensible working with the 
new network world can look – just also for sceptics!

Globalisation, new power centres and foreign markets, changed 
consumption habits, never anticipated price transparency and 
vagueness at the same time, thanks to the internet: the competition 
is becoming harder and harder. The companies, which do not react 
to these changes, will disappear from the market. No more shall 
the big ones eat the little ones or the fast ones the slow, but those 
that are »value-able« will conquer the ones who cannot convey 
their values credibly.

The embodiment of these values is the brand, which endows identity 
in the enterprise and convinces and binds customers. Whether 
Porsche or Apple, the charisma of such enterprises is rooted in a 
living brand offensively embodied by the management.

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 3 0 5 0

Hermann H. Wala
my brand
What makes an enterprise  
authentic and unique

220 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Harcdover
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-305-0
October 2011

Simone Janson
nude in the net
When Social Media becomes dangerous 

200 pages | 16,8 × 22,0 cm 
Brochure
16.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-313-5
September 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 3 1 3 5



erWIn matYs graduated from the Techno-
logical University of Vienna. Then he worked in 
different enterprises in the areas of Distribution, 
Product management and Marketing. Since 2003, 
Matys belongs to the professional advisory board 
of the Institute of Product Management of the IIR 
Deutschland GmbH.

Frank m. scheelen is a successful entre-
preneur, well known bestselling author and visi-
onary speaker. For more than 20 years, he advises 
top enterprises and hidden champions from 
among the mid – sized companies throughout 
Europe successfully through the SCHEELEN® 
AG organisation founded by him, whose board 
he is the chairman of today. For years, the much 
honoured management coach was working in the 
US American market and is a sought – after spea-
ker in economic and innovation congresses.

get insights into human nature and convince 
customers

lasting customer focus with the InsIghts 
method®

revised and enlarged 6th edition of the classic

The key to sales success

11sales & marketIng

marketing especially for service providers

the best strategies and concepts – also for 
beginners

new in the 3rd edition: marketing via Internet 
and social media

marketing especially for service providers

the best strategies and concepts – also for 
beginners

new in the 3rd edition: 
and social 

Marketing strategies  
for service providers

10 sales & marketIng

Our success, in life as well as in sales, depends 95 per cent on how 
well we get along with other people. Frank M. Scheelen discloses 
in So gewinnen Sie jeden Kunden [How you can win over every 
customer] how one becomes a manager  of relationships and 
convinces every customer – with the INSIGHTS method®. With 
this method, the reader can estimate correctly by himself, that is, 
find out his own strengths and weaknesses. And he gets an 
instrument to »read« customers systematically and to classify on 
the basis of typologies.

International Bestseller
First edition translated into:
Italian, Hungarian, English, Polish, 
France, Japanese, Chinese, Russian, Slovene 

The fact that marketing strategies are essential for enterprises or 
products, is clear immediately too everybody – that, services too 
need similar intensive marketing, is shown in this book. Irrespective 
of whether it’s a handicraft service, a call centre or a pizza service: 
the experienced marketing specialist Matys describes services of 
every kind as goods, which one must market professionally and 
specifically as such.

On the basis of easily comprehensible rules, he enables the quick 
creation of a well-founded marketing concept for services – also 
as a beginner. »Minute tasks« ensure the learning success. Besides, 
in the 3rd edition, the author shows what has changed for service 
providers with the advent of the internet and social media and where 
new chances lie in these.

Service marketing for everybody – simple to read, simple to realize.

Erwin Matys
service marketing
Find, win and bind customers –
with a guide to the marketing concep

240 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86881-314-2
October 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 3 1 4 2

Frank M. Scheelen
know yourself, 
know your customer
The 1×1 of the human knowledge in sales
320 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover (updated version)
29.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86881-308-1
Available
6th edition 2011

9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 1 3 0 8 1



back lIstback lIst 1312

Heide Neukirchen
Who has invented that?

24.99 € 
978-3-86881-299-2 

Ingrid Amon
the power of voice

22.99 €
978-3-86881-295-4 

Umberto Saxer
success with a call

29.90 €
978-3-636-01573-0
translated into Polish

Stefan F. Gross
relationship intelligence
updated version 2011
available
19.95 €
978-3-636-01551-8
translated into Romanian, Korean, 
Italian, Czech, Polish, Slovene, 
Chinese, Russian

Sabine Hübner
service makes the difference

24.90 €
978-3-86881-044-8 

Michael Moesslang
this is how hitchcock  
would present

17.99 €
978-3-86881-298-5

Winfried Berner
stay or go?

19.99 €
978-3-86881-296-1 

Edgar K. Geffroy 
the only one, that disturbs, is the 
digital customer
new version 2011
available
19.99 €
978-3-86881-297-8
First edition translated into Chinese, Russian, 
Hungarian, Croatian, Slovene, Polish

Brigitte Scherer
I need it by day before  
yesterday!

12.99 €
978-3-86881-294-7



back lIstback lIst 1514

Jörg Neumann, 
Philip Eicher 
amazement of customers
updated version

16.95 € 
978-3-86881-280-0
first edition translated into 
Russian, English and Chinese

Marianne Heiß

Yes, she can

19.99 €
978-3-86881-290-9

Winfried Panse  
Holger Wilmsdorff
emotions as a success 
Factor
24.90 €
978-3-86881-211-4

Irina Schefer

how wolves lead with trust  …

22.00 €

978-3-86881-285-5

Simone Janson
the 110% lie

17.90 €
978-3-86881-027-1
translated into Dutch,  
Arabic and Czech

Günter F. Gross
A Professional in Your Job, 
in private life an amatuer
updated version

20.00 €
978-3-86881-034-9
First edition translated into Japanese, 
Czech, Chinese, Polish, France, Russian, 
Italy, English, Portuguese and Spanish

Franz Kotteder 
they know all about you 

19.99 €
978-3-86881-293-0

Klaus Schuster
11 management sins  
You should avoid 

14.90 €
978-3-86881-038-7
translated into Czech and 
Slovene

Klaus Schuster
the cheeky bird catches
the worm

16.95 € 
Isbn 978-3-86881-272-5
rights sold to: slovenia

Klaus Eck 
transparent and  
reliable

24.95 € 
Isbn 978-3-86881-264-0

Cornelia Topf
defuse presentation  
torpedoes

17.95 €
978-3-86881-276-3

Haberleitner | Deistler | Ratz
orientation in difficult  
times

29.90 €
978-3-86881-057-8

HaberleitnerHaberleitner | Deistler | Ratz
orientation in rientation in difficult 





Frank schlÄFFler is a member of the 
federal parliament (Bundestag) since 2005 and 
a member of the finance committee. He is a repre-
sentative of the Austrian school of national eco-
nomics and for several years, has advocated 
through parliament and journalistically, for mar-
ket – economy oriented monetary reform. He 
has voted against the Greece aid package and 
against the »rescue chute« in the Bundestag. 
Due to his dedication for the medium sized busi-
nesses, in 2010, he was designated as »Curator 
of Mid-Sized Entrepreneurship« by the Board 
of trustees of the publishing group Markt intern. 

dr bert Flossbach is the founder and 
chairman of the company Flossbach & von 
Storch AG. He was formerly with Goldman 
Sachs and the Matuschka group, among others, 
and was responsible for the liaison and support 
of private and institutional investors. 

The financial markets strategist phIlIpp Vor-
ndran works with Flossbach & von Storch 
since January 2009 and is active there in the area 
of investment management for institutional cli-
ents and marketing partners. Previously, he was 
among other positions Chief Strategist of the 
Asset Management of the Credit Suisse Group 
in Zurich.

Vorndran and Flosbach – authors who are trus-
ted by investors

Why central banks further accelerate the 
financial crisis with their measures 

Expert knowledge for asset protection 

19FInances & InVestment 

get out of the debt spiral, and into a responsib-
le market economy

a political - economy concept dealing with the 
acute questions

appeal against sweeping liability and blanket 
protection 

get out of the debt spiral, and into a responsib
le market economy

a political - economy concept dealing with the 
acute questions

appeal against sweeping liability and blanket 
protection 

Vorndran and Flosbach – authors who are trus
ted by investors

Why central banks further accelerate the 
financial crisis with their measures 

»Does he close the rescue parachute«?

18

The financial crisis enters the next round. Politicians attempt to 
stabilise the bankruptcies with excesses of expenditures. Central 
banks flood the financial systems with liquidity.  The state saddles 
its citizens with even more debt. Every individual German citizen 
is already in debt to the extent of 24,000 Euros. The book 
»Schuldenlawine« (Avalanche of debt) probes the causes and 
describes what the citizens are in for in the coming years. Debts 
must be eliminated in one way or another, either through inflation 
or payment defaults or monetary or currency cuts. 
The problems in the European Union give a foretaste of the world 
of tomorrow.  Politicians are hardly likely to contribute to a 
constructive solution. It is convenient to them to postpone dealing 
with the problems until the point of no return. Germans too have 
to foot the bill. However there’s hardly a citizen who is prepared 
for the upcoming devaluation of his assets. Hence the authors who 
belong to the successful and independent investment company 
Flossbach & von Storch advice: protect your money against inflation 
and keep it out of reach of the governments! 
Two of the most respected luminaries provide investment 
knowledge in this book that comes directly from their own  
practical experience.  

The condition is serious. First the banks, then whole countries and 
their economies have slid into the »rescue chutes« stretched out 
for them. The topic is omnipresent and at the same time, ominous.  
Each day we come to know how important and unimaginably large 
this chute is. What we do not come to know and understand are 
the actual dimensions of this rescue chute and what exactly it means 
for us: for our currency, for our future, for us as German citizens 
and Europeans. 

Matters have now come to a head. The European Council wants 
to convert the acute, voluntary help for the EU states that have 
fallen into dire financial straits to be converted into an all – inclusive 
financial liability of the member states amongst themselves. That 
is a blank cheque, a licence for rampant over -indebtedness and 
disastrous fiscal policy. At this time, nothing less than the basic idea 
of Europe, the stability of our currency and our own prosperity and 
political order are on the agenda. Yes, they are, as a matter of fact in 
peril, warns Frank Shäffler emphatically. His book is a further 
element of his convincing – the systematic continuation of  politics 
with the elucidation with his writings. In it, he depicts the individual 
stages of this development as well as the ostensible and long-term 
hazards. Not only does he take a stand against the stealthy loss of 
stability, but takes positions way beyond the politics of the day. He 
makes the case for a return to market - economy prudence, for a 
disciplined policy based on responsibility, freedom and property. 
Germany can and ought to be a role model within Europe, and 
perhaps even beyond the continent. 

FInances & InVestment 
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Frank Schäffler
Not with our money!
Surmounting the crisis of over –  
indebtedness by banks and governments  

256 pages | 14,5 × 22,7 cm
Hardcover with protective jacket
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-652-1
December 2011 9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 6 5 3 8

Bert Flossbach
Philipp Vorndran 
The Avalanche of Debt
A danger for our democracy,  
our prosperity and 

208 pages | 14,5 × 22,7 cm
Hardcover with protective jacket
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-89879-653-8
December 2011



Graduate Engineer mIkael henrIk From 
nauckhoFF was the construction engineer 
and project head in the business of plant enginee-
ring, and later as marketing director and managing 
director, after completing his studies in machine 
construction. As a freelance company consultant 
and redeveloper, he became acquainted with the 
financial service department in which he assistss. 
Today he lives and works in Frankfurt am Main.

thorsten polleIt born in 1987, is a 
Honorary Professor of the Frankfurt School of 
Finance & Management  since 2003. His inte-
rests and foci of research are monetary econo-
mics, capital market theory and in particular the 
Austrian School of Economics. He is a member 
of the Friedrich-August-von-Hayek Society and 
of the research network Research on Money
in the Economy (ROME) and Adjunct Scholar 
of the Faculty of the Ludwig von Mises Institu-
te in Auburn, Alabama.

historical outline on the development of paper 
money

advisor knowledge on the future of paper 
money

the most important essays on the topic by 
thorsten polleit 

What is the problem  
with the currency of today?

21FInances & InVestment 

historical outline on the development of paper 
money

advisor knowledge on the future of paper 
money

the most important essays on the topic by 
thorsten 

The fascinating world of largely 
unknown metals

20

Throughout the world, governments are pumping massive liquidity 
into the economic cycle. It’s a fatal error, warns Thorsten Polleit, 
Chief Economist of Barclays Bank. He apprehends that our money 
would  lose value significantly in future. If nothing changes, a 
monetary reform impends. As an important reason for this, he 
names the paper money system, through which governments can 
at all times access new funds, without needing to take loans for 
doing so.

These insights, that are in particular based on the doctrines of the 
Austrian School of National Economy, have impressed the 
economic thoughts of Thorsten Polleit and his writings increasingly 
in the last few years. The current collection of essays that is being 
now made available contributes to the strengthening of the 
understanding of the set of social problems that is associated with 
the paper money regime of today, and to encourage the reform 
measures that are necessary.  

Since the finance crisis, strategic metals (special me-
tals) and rare earth metals have come back into focus 
as  investment forms for private investors. Mikael Hen-
rik from Nauckhoff provides elementary knowledge, 
without which the potential of metals like tantalum, 
hafnium, indium, bismuth and the like can hardly be 
assessed. He gives an overview of the individual metals, 
their chemical characteristics, their sources and their 
relevant markets and exchanges. Finally, he attends to 
both metal groups: strategic metals (special metals) 
and metals of rare earth (rare earth elements). The best 
possible entry into the fascinating world of largely unk-
nown metals

FInances & InVestment 
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Mikael Henrik from Nauckhoff
Strategic Metals and Rare 
Earths
Investing in indium, bismuth, 
lanthanum & Co

384 pages | 13.5 x 21.0  cm | 
Firm paperback, 2nd edition
19,99 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-647-7
Available
Februar 2011
Rights sold to the Arabic language 9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 6 7 1 2

Thorsten Polleit
The Bane of Paper Money

128 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm
Hardcover 
14.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-671-2
Septemeber 2011

Since the finance crisis, strategic metals (special me
tals) and rare earth metals have come back into focus 
as  investment forms for private investors. Mikael Hen
rik from Nauckhoff provides elementary knowledge, 
without which the potential of metals like tantalum, 
hafnium, indium, bismuth and the like can hardly be 
assessed. He gives an overview of the individual metals, 
their chemical characteristics, their sources and their 
relevant markets and exchanges. Finally, he attends to 
both metal groups: strategic metals (special metals) 
and metals of rare earth (rare earth elements). The best 
possible entry into the fascinating world of largely unk
nown metals



ulrIch horstmann first studied business 
administration in Bochum, then in Trier with 
emphasis on fiscal policy and obtained his doc-
torate degree (Dr. rer. soc. oec. – Doctor of Eco-
nomics and Social Sciences). Since 1989, Ulrich 
Horstmann is active in research in several insti-
tutions. He can look back on over 20 years of 
experience in the areas of political economy and 
company analysis within banks. Furthermore, 
in this connection he has also worked in coope-
ration with the media. 

The  TV producer marco aldag acquired 
his first attic for 35,000 Euro, renovated it and 
sold it for 320,000 Euro. He is a construction 
and real estate consultant for numerous celebri-
ties – always with international media presence 
which has arisen due to his professional work on 
»the red carpet«. For the last 2 years, he has made 
a second life for himself as a Green Investment 
consultant in New York. For Endlich Meins! , 
the ardent property fan has inspected over 90 
apartments in Germany – a lifestyle advisor has 
thus emerged, in which he speaks about his expe-
riences, gives tips and tricks and courage to take 
ownership.

advisor for realising the dream of your own 
four walls 

From the calculations to the renovation

creating property for the future with skilful 
renovation

For every pocket

Managing a lot even  
with lesser financial means!

23FInances & InVestment 

the interaction between politics and the finan-
cial world

analysis of previous monetary reforms

Important tips for protection of portfolios and 
property 
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Important tips for protection of portfolios and 
property 

advisor for realising the dream of your own 
four walls 

From the calculations to the renovation

creating property for the future with skilful 
renovation

For every pocket

Within reach: Monetary reform

22

Endlich meins! (Finally mine!) is a guidebook for the pathway to your 
own four walls. When one uses it correctly, the dream to possess 
ones’ own four walls would become true not only for the well – to 
– do. Everyone can acquire property, says Margo Aldag, and 
simultaneously gives evidence. Given that the budget and search 
criteria for the residential property are put in perspective from the 
outset. 

Cold calculation and a structured approach are worthwhile! Endlich 
meins! gives everyone the necessary tools in hand. Aldag deals with 
the fear of estate agents, tradesmen and workmen and banks and 
shows with concrete examples, how one can acquire property at 
the end with gains and how the apartment can become a stable 
pillar of one’s old age provision without big debts. Intelligent 
restructuring is the key to it. This book reveals everything else…

The youngest financial crisis of 2007 brought the world financial 
system to the brink of collapse. With multi - billion dollar »rescue 
chutes«, politics, the inland and later the European system too 
sought to protect and stabilise. As can be understood from the press 
on almost a daily basis, no sustainable improvement seems to be 
in sight.  On the contrary,  more and more countries are gradually 
slipping into the so-called protection of the »rescue chutes«.  A 
bank crisis, an economic crisis, a crisis of sovereign debt and now 
increasingly a Euro crisis have emerged from the financial crisis. 
Would even our currency, the Euro, »tumble« in the course of this 
crisis? And if so, would it be that bad?

In this work the author makes it abundantly clear as to where the 
future of our currency lies. In the past too, there were monetary 
reforms. Why did it come to that and which political, economic 
and financial environments favoured these? How were they finally 
implemented and what consequences did they have for the people?

FInances & InVestment 
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Ulrich Horstmann
Monetary Reforms are 
Coming!
On the attempt of politicians to save the 
Euro, misdirected financial markets annd 
how to  protect your assets nonetheless 

256 pages | 14,5 × 22,7 cm
Hardcover
16.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-654-5
Available 9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 6 5 1 4

Marco Aldag
Finally Mine!                                                                                          
The clever way to home ownership… 
and to financial independence 
Selection – Finance - Wealth creation

224 pages | 16,8 × 22 cm
Brochure
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-651-4
September 2011



The authors horst guedel and norman 
lemke have more than ten years of experience 
in active management of private umbrella  funds. 
In 1999, they established together the RWBAG 
and are the directors even today. The RWBAG 
belonged to the first initiators which have made 
the asset class private equity available to a broad 
audience of investors with their participative pro-
grams. Today with over 100 international funds 
of hedge funds or umbrella funds, it is one of the 
most experienced umbrella fund investors in 
Germany.

beate sander has made herself a name long 
ago as exchange-, economy- and textbook author 
in the German speaking regions. If one still finds 
the matter too complicated, Beate Sander’s trade 
mark is to write and speak excitingly, clearly, easi-
ly understandably and realistically. Since Febru-
ary 2010, the sought-after exchange commen-
tator and moderator at industry events is also a 
lecturer at the EBZ Business School in Bochum.

the revised version of the »börsenführer-
schein« (stock brokers’ licence)

extensive question-answer part to check your 
understanding

The successful first time user work –  
now updated!

25FInances & InVestment 

Investment in umbrella funds as rewarding 
assets for private investors

private equity as an economic driver

all forms of private equity clearly explained

Investment in umbrella funds as rewarding 
assets for private investors

private equity as an economic driver

all forms of private equity clearly explained

the revised version of the 
schein« (

extensive question-answer part to check your 
understanding

Opportunities are waiting even outside 
the stock exchanges 

24

She or he who takes the expressway to the stock exchange, must 
know the rules, react quickly and also always watch the other 
participants – something that is not at all easy.

From optimal portfolio management of the various asset classes 
to an introduction to the possibilities of chart analysis, the 
Börsenführerschein (Stock broker’s licence) deals with all the relevant 
areas for a successful beginning as an investor or trader. The classic 
of stock exchange literature has been updated and has a new 
approach to the changed conditions after the financial crisis!

What is actually hidden behind private equity? Hardly anyone 
knows how many opportunities are hidden under this term. Venture 
Capital, Mezzanine and Buy-out are only the better - known forms 
of private equity financing. However, what many do not know is 
that it’s not only business angels and big investors who can increase 
their chances for profits through direct participation.

Hörst Güdel and Norman Lemke are managing a successful private 
equity umbrella (hedge) fund for many years. In the first part of 
their book, they reveal how private equity works, what variants are 
there and where the specific chances and risks lie. The second part 
is devoted to the opportunities which the private investors have if 
they want to deal with private equity. How a fund of hedge funds 
or umbrella fund works, how the correct investment objects may 
be found and what a judicious liquidity management looks like, is 
explained. An indispensable guide for all those who also envisage 
unconventional methods of financial investment 

FInances & InVestment 
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Horst Guedel | Norman Lemke
Private equity for private 
investorsr
Asset building with equity participation

144 Seiten | 14,5 × 22,7 cm
Hard cover with protective jacket
24.95 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-632-3
Available 9 7 8 3 8 9 8 7 9 6 5 8 3

Beate Sander
The Stocks- and  
Exchanges- Licence
The license to invest money

256 pages | 19,0 × 26,0 cm
Brochure
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-658-3
Available



this way you can master asset allocation with 
etFs

optimise your old-age provisions through etFs

learn to evaluate your index funds traded on 
the stock exchange correctly

Everything worth knowing about ETFs!  

27tradIng

case studies, about 200 illustrations as well as 
clever practice questions make the reading and 
learning fun-filled

Why successful trading consists of only five 
important points

From the author of the successful »händlerrei-
he« (trader series) 

case studies, about 200 illustrations as well as 
clever practice questions make the reading and 
learning fun-filled

Why successful trading consists of only five 
important points

From the author of the successful 
he« (trader series) 

this way you can master 
etFs

optimise your old-age provisions through 

learn to evaluate your index funds traded on 
the stock exchange correctly

 Practice makes the trading-maestro!  
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Author Detlef Glow is considered to be the established expert in 
the field of Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). In this handbook,  first 
time users get the necessary basic knowledge for this increasingly 
popular investment product. Product features of ETFs as well as 
differences with other index products traded on the stock exchange 
are handled as competently as is the practice of issuing and 
redeeming shares in a fund. This work is however not a purely 
beginners book. Detlef Glow also has professional investors in sight 
– those who want to add a further lucrative investment unit to their 
portfolio. This target group gets its money’s worth from the 
professional comments on topics such as »Total   cost of 
Ownership« or »Core Satellite Approach«.

Das große Arbeitsbuch der Markttechnik (The Grand Workbook of 
Market Techniques) is an supplement or accompanying work to the 
Großen Buch der Markttechnik (The Grand Book of Market 
Techniques). It joins up and begins right from the point where many 
other books stop – namely problems and practical examples of 
frequent errors, which occur from the use of the expertise already 
learnt . The market analysis technique is a complex procedure in 
which success depends on many factors. Due to this reason, in his 
new book, Michael Voigt discusses numerous examples of those 
classical errors which are made in the conduct of market analysis 
techniques.

From error analysis in trend recognition and the difficulties in trend 
and movement trade to sources of errors of breakout trading. Here 
with the help of clear graphics and charts, not only are trades 
discussed and results evaluated, the reader gets effective tools in 
addition to recognise errors in dealing with the market analysis and 
to avoid them in the future.

tradIng
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Michael Voigt
The Grand Workbook  
of Market Techniques
With numerous practical examples and 
problems

352 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Borchure
34.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-659-0
October 2011

mIchael VoIgt works as institutional trader 
for various English investors for many years. The 
focal point of his work lies in his trading in the 
futures market. Parallel to his work in the futures 
market, he conducts extensive multiple week 
workshops for trading beginners and advanced 
learners. His comprehensive experience and his 
very own, totally different perception of the 
world of trading have made him a sought after 
expert for many years. He is the author of the 
best-seller Das groβe Buch der Markttechnik (The 
Grand Book of Market Techniques). 

detleF gloW, MBA (UoW), began as the 
head of funds analysis for Germany and Austria 
in the year 2005 with the firm Thomson Reuters 
Lipper. In 2007, he took over the responsibility 
for the regions of Central, North and East Euro-
pe. Since October 2010, Detlef Glow is the Head 
of Funds Analysis of Lipper in Europe, the Near 
East and Africa. Glow began his career nine years 
earlier with the Tecis Holding AG in Hamburg, 
where he was lastly the Head of Funds Analysis, 
responsible for the quantitative as well as quali-
tative funds research of Tecis Asset Management 
AG
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Detlef Glow 
Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) 
Handbook for private and professional 
investors   

128 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Hard cover with protective jacket
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-668-2
October 2011



optimally compiling a diversified portfolio

developing a robust trading system for all 
market conditions

Strategies for a diversified portfolio   

28

The book explains – in simple steps – how one develops a robust 
trading system as trader, investor and portfolio manager.  Quantitative 
methodology plays a central role here. Additionally, even the 
personal feasibility of the trading system is described in detail, since 
it is not sufficient to have a system with which someone else earns 
money. One must also be in the position to implement this system 
oneself. For this purpose, there are discussions about the efficient 
market hypothesis, its further development, the adaptive market 
hypothesis and the games theory. You give traders the important 
instructions for further steps in order to develop or allow developing 
your own system. A book for practitioners!

SiMPLiFiED

chrIstoph d.Wahlen is mental coach for top athletes, executives and day tra-
ders. The Diploma in Business Administration with the core area finance and mar-
keting founded more Start-ups and worked in Marketing and Sales. He is himself a 
trader and specialises in areas like psychological factors in trade, neuro-economy, 
behavioural finance and concrete solutions of mental training.

JoachIm lenZ is the developer of the fully automatic trading system and capital 
allocation models. After his physics studies, he established the IT Distributor Every-
where Computer GmbH. The trading systems by Joachim Lenz function as part of a 
quantitative portfolio strategy with different futures and equity markets. Thus inde-
pendent strategies are combined into a highly diversified portfolio.
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Christoph D. Wahlen | Joachim Lenz
Successful trading systems

208 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm
Brochure
12.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-664-4
November 2011

explain and predict the behaviour of investors 
with the Fibonacci series of numbers

accurately determine trends in the market 
with the help of the Fibonacci numbers

Why Fibonacci numbers are among the best 
analytical instruments on the exchanges

The best forecasting tools for trends at 
the exchanges    

29SiMPLiFiED

»The laws of mob psychology follow the Fibonacci series of 
numbers.« The central premise of the followers of the Fibonacci 
technique, particularly of the Elliott-Wave Theory, may be described 
with this fundamental thesis. In practice, Fibonacci numbers and 
ratios are repeatedly encountered in price movement paths. This 
applies not only to the relations of trends and amendments or 
corrections (retracements), but also for the conditions of trend 
and impulse movements to each other. Even for the chronological 
dimension between high and low points, the Fibonacci techniques 
often constitute an adequate analysis instrument. Karin Roller 
describes briefly, concisely and easy to understand theoretical 
backgrounds and gives easily comprehensible examples from 
practical experience

karIn roller gained vast experience at the 
Stuttgart Exchange before she decided to trade 
for herself as an individual trader in early 2008 
and to become independent. She acquired the 
necessary security in dealing with futures and 
the spot foreign exchange market of the FOREX 
on the basis of Elliott-Waves.
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Karin Roller
Determine Target Prices with 
Fibonacci 

208 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm
Brochure
12.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-665-1
November 2011
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compact knowledge for market newcomers

authors with practical experience

Behavioural finance for beginners    
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Success at the exchange comes by itself- if one leaves it in peace. 
The stock investment is an important building block for old age 
security. But analysis of many thousand commercial papers of 
private investors has revealed that the investors frequently make 
errors which can be easily avoided. Apart from less diversification 
and a wrong branch and country allocation, there are particularly 
»human weaknesses« which result in high costs at the stock markets 
and give many investors sleepless nights. The main errors are 
relentlessly highlighted here and a way out of the dilemma is 
depicted. Well-founded but always easy to understand and provided 
with a touch of humour.

SiMPLiFiED

André Tiedje 
Elliot Wells Easily Under-
stood

12.90 €  
ISBN 978-3-89879-503-6

Norman Schwarze
investing in Gold

14.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-429-9

Georg Eckert
The Private investors’ 
Bible 

12.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-613-2

David Morgan 
insider Knowledge: Silver

12.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-356-8

Markus Miller 
The Precious Metal Guide 

12.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-594-4

Lars Gottwik 
Rainbow Trading

14.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-570-8
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Norbert Betz | Ulrich Kirstein
Stock Market Psychology

208 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm
Brochure
12.99 €

ISBN 978-3-89879-666-8
October 2011

norbert betZ was gripped by the stock market fever at a 
very young age. After a career in the banking industry and in 
management consultancy, he was made the head of the market 
surveillance at the Munich Exchange in December 1998. Inves-
tor protection was the mainstay of his professional activity there. 
Besides, Norbert Betz gave numerous speeches on the topics 
of exchange psychology and investor behaviour.

Art and investment as well as »Art of investment« are the areas 
of expertise of ulrIch kIrsteIn. Since the 1st of April 
2010, the author is active as the press agent of the Bayern 
Exchange. Besides, he has also compiled the book Börse für 
Dummies (Stock exchanges for dummies) with Christine Bor-
tenlänger, in which complicated exchange knowledge has been 
provided in an easy and understandable way.
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Which technical alternatives of rfossil energy 
sources are available

the future mega trends in the energy sector

complicated technical, political and financial 
problems and contexts are explained in an 
easily comprehensible and exciting manner

Karl Pilny | Gerard Reid
New distribution of global resources

32

We are at a dramatic turning point – above all on account of the 
historically unique financial growth in China and India. The result 
is a rapidly worsening competition for the limited fossil energy 
sources, for example, oil and gas. In order to protect energy resources, 
current and future world powers will increasingly return to political 
power plays, but also to force of arms. Therefore, radical changes 
are necessary, not only in way of power production, but also in the 
distribution and utilization of the energy gained. This book conveys 
a comprehensive understanding about our energy supply to the 
reader: what it is, what it means, and why it is so important.

FInances & InVestment 

dr. karl pIlnY is considered to be one of the most res-
pectable German Asia experts. The financial lawyer working 
in the Berlin office of the international lawyers’ chambers Salans 
LLP is also the manager of the management consultancy asia 
21 Ltd, specialized, among others, in Clean tech, in Zurich.

gerard reId is considered to be one of the leading inter-
national experts in the area of renewable energy today
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Karl Pilny | Gerard Reid 
Addicted towards energy
29.99 € 
978-3-89879-639-2
Rights sold to the Arabic language

Detlef Wormstall
Every Trader Needs  
a Plan

29.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-499-2

Rahim Taghizadegan 
introduction to the 
Austrian school

24.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-624-8

Rolf Morrien | Judith Engst
Stock Exchanges Easily 
Understandable

19.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-630-9

Carl–Wilhelm Düvel 
Forex-Trading in practice 

29.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-646-0

We are at a dramatic turning point – above all on account of the 
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Jochen Steffens 
Thorsten Ewert 

The high art of daytrading 
39.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-553-1

Antonio Sommese
How to Become Your  
Own Financial Coacher
24.90 €
978-3-89879-566-1

Daniel D. Eckert
World War of the  
Currencies

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-595-1
Rights sold to Korea, China 
and Czech Republic

Oliver Janich
The Capitalism  
Conspiracy

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-577-7

Michael Voigt
Grand Book of Market 
Techniques

39.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-125-0

Barbara Kettl-Römer
Train Your Children 
to Deal With Money
9.95 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-513-5 

Torsten Dennin
Lucrative Raw Material  
Markets
24.95 €
ISBN 978-3-89879-599-9 

Klaus Schweinsberg
Are We Still to be Saved?

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-597-5
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Dimitri Speck
The Secret gold Policy
24.90 €
978-3-89879-514-2
Rights sold to: China

Christoph D. Wahlen
Mental Training  for
Traders
29.90 €
978-3-89879-568-5

Stefan Riße
inflation ahead!
19.90 €
978-3-89879-504-3
Rights sold to China

Roland Springer
Survival of the Fittest
34.90 €
978-3-89879-474-9

Pierre M. Daeubner
Die besten Trading- 
strategien
34.90 €
978-3-89879-209-7
Rights sold to: France
translated into: English language

Thorsten Hahn
The 77 mistakes while  
Networking ...  
... and how you can  
avoid them
34.90 €
978-3-89879-460-2

Pierre M. Daeubner

Rolf Morrien
Janne Jörg Kipp
State Bankruptcy Will 
Come!

29.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-600-2
Rights sold to: China

Günter Hannich 
The forthcoming Euro 
catastrophe
19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-509-8

Thomas Vittner 
Trader Coaching 

29.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-483-1

Thomas Vittner
The Trading Academy

39.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-89879-567-8





dr.phIl.chrIstIan mIkunda was a film 
and TV dramatic adviser and now advises as the 
mentor of the new adventure world of the Euro-
pean economy. With this book, he is regarded 
as the founder of strategic dramaturg y. He 
teaches at the Vienna University and is a guest 
speaker at the Harvard University 

proF.dr.mIchael neubert has studied 
at various international private universities and 
received a doctorate degree. During his almost 
fifteen years of professional experience, ha has 
participated in expansion projects in seven dif-
ferent markets, in which he was responsible for 
functions ranging from project manager to gene-
ral manager. He speaks five languages, is assistant 
professor of international management and now 
heads an internationally-oriented insurance 
company as CEO.

Quick and systematic planning aids for foreign 
markets

3rd updated and enlarged edition with case 
studies

Expansion without risk     

41Mi- WiRTSCHAFSTBUCH

marketing in theory and practice

Witty, energetic, lively and colourful

curtains up for the staged temptation

Irresistible Marketing     

40

Managers who wish to enter foreign markets and reach the profit 
zones there quickly, face enormous challenges. Cost explosion, bad 
timing or cultural conflicts often lead to crash landing and closure 
of young foreign companies. How one minimises this risk and 
maximises the success is shown in this book with practical examples 
and standardised methods.
•  Analysis of the business models and market attraction portfolios
• International project management and business plan
• Market entry strategies and growth

What connects a middle aged reliquary with a luxury shop of Gucci 
or Louis Vuitton? Why does the TV series Columbo function 
according to the same pattern as the spectacular campaign of 
Greenpeace? 

In his standard work on marketing dramatics, Christian Mikunda 
decoded a secret language experience. The examples of this updated 
edition span the arcs of just – newly – opened shopping wonders 
of Las Vegas to the terrorism dramatics after September 11.

Mikunda’s rousing narrative style makes the book an indispensable 
read for all who always wanted to know how the »scenarios in the 
head«  according to which we act, look like. 

Mi- WiRTSCHAFSTBUCH
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Michael Neubert
international Market 
Development
Four steps to build up new foreign markets  
3rd updated and enlarged edition

340 pages| 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Hard cover – English Edition
49,95 €

ISBN 978-3-86880-130-3
December 2011

Christian Mikunda
The forbidden place or:  
the enacted enticement
Irresistible Marketing through strategic 
dramaturgy 
272 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Hard cover 

36,00 €
updated version

ISBN 978-3-86880-131-6
3rd edition 2011
New, now available
translated into: Korean language

marketing in theory and practice

Witty, energetic, lively and colourful

curtains up for the staged temptation

What connects a middle aged reliquary with a luxury shop of Gucci 
or Louis Vuitton? Why does the TV series 
according to the same pattern as the spectacular campaign of 
Greenpeace? 

In his standard work on marketing dramatics, Christian Mikunda 
decoded a secret language experience. The examples of this updated 
edition span the arcs of just – newly – opened shopping wonders 
of Las Vegas to the terrorism dramatics after September 11.

Mikunda’s rousing narrative style makes the book an indispensable 
read for all who always wanted to know how the »scenarios in the 
head«  according to which we act, look like. 

Quick and systematic planning aids for foreign 
markets

3rd updated and enlarged edition with case 
studies

Managers who wish to enter foreign markets and reach the profit 
zones there quickly, face enormous challenges. Cost explosion, bad 
timing or cultural conflicts often lead to crash landing and closure 
of young foreign companies. How one minimises this risk and 
maximises the success is shown in this book with practical examples 
and standardised methods.
• Analysis of the business models and market attraction portfolios
• International project management and business plan
• Market entry strategies and growth



After 40 years of professional activity – of which 
20 years were exclusively devoted to TPM mat-
ters – edWard h. hartmann acquired a 
worldwide reputation with his further develop-
ment of TPM and his training and consulting 
activity in over 50 countries. In Germany, he’s 
known as the »TPM-Pope«, in America, as the 
»Father of TPM in the USA«.

nIcole gaIZIunas advises firms of diffe-
rent branches and orders of magnitude on all 
questions about organisation structures, perso-
nal development and talent management. The 
native of Hessen from the festival city of Bad 
Hersfeld first studied business management and 
social pedagogic. After her entry in international 
strategy consultation, she was herself at the semi-
nar hall podium and trained and coached about 
400 managers and their colleagues. Today she is 
the Managing Director of EBS Executive Edu-
cation.

proven and pragmatic tips and recipes

best practices even out of the International 
talent development award of the ebs busi-
ness school

exclusive interviews with executive committee 
and top managers for best practices and future 
of corporate continuing education

Moving mountains
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by worldwide leading tpm- experts

In clear and precise language – an extremely 
well-founded introduction 

With many check lists and case examples 

Building a world class concern with TPM       
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Millions are spent every year for the training of managers and staff, 
often wasted. As more attention is paid to concepts and budgets, 
rather than what the outcome of all that should be: Business Impact. 
The book turns the relationships upside down and brings to the 
fore those considerations which actually help in moving the 
mountains: the Return on Education. It allows famed managers 
with their Return concepts and the future of corporate continuing 
education, to have their say. And it shows in countless Best Practices 
not only in proven measures to increase returns, but also offers new 
learning models for the next five to ten years and an outlook on 
the future of talent development. In times of shortage of skilled 
personnel, no firm can afford training programs with low returns.

The world of TPM, an unmatched introduction into the German 
speaking market. TPM causes an increase in the operating times 
and plant productivity. It reduces deficiencies, junk and reworking. 
It strengthens the competitiveness: TPM »Total Productive 
Maintenance« (=effective maintenance management). Now the 
founder, who for the first time in the USA tailor made the innovative 
successful logistics methods, supplies tailor - made TPM 
installations for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Written clearly 
and in detail. Suitable for all industrial branches and factories, even 
for small concerns.

by worldwide leading 

In clear and precise language – an extremely 
well-founded introduction 

With many check lists and case examples 

The world of TPM, an unmatched introduction into the German 
speaking market. TPM causes an increase in the operating times 
and plant productivity. It reduces deficiencies, junk and reworking. 
It strengthens the competitiveness: TPM »Total Productive 
Maintenance« (=effective maintenance management). Now the 
founder, who for the first time in the USA tailor made the innovative 
successful logistics methods, supplies tailor - made TPM 
installations for Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Written clearly 
and in detail. Suitable for all industrial branches and factories, even 
for small concerns.

proven and pragmatic tips and recipes

best practices even out of the International 
talent 
ness 

exclusive interviews with executive committee 
and top managers for best practices and future 
of corporate continuing education

Millions are spent every year for the training of managers and staff, 
often wasted. As more attention is paid to concepts and budgets, 
rather than what the outcome of all that should be: Business Impact. 
The book turns the relationships upside down and brings to the 
fore those considerations which actually help in moving the 
mountains: the Return on Education. It allows famed managers 
with their Return concepts and the future of corporate continuing 
education, to have their say. And it shows in countless Best Practices 
not only in proven measures to increase returns, but also offers new 
learning models for the next five to ten years and an outlook on 
the future of talent development. In times of shortage of skilled 
personnel, no firm can afford training programs with low returns.
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Edward H. Hartmann
TPM - Efficient Maintenance 
andMachine Management

240 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Hard cover
49,90 € 

ISBN 978-3-636-03088-7
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 0 1 2 0 0

Nicole Gaiziunas
Managers Who Move Moun-
tains
The Return on Education: excellent 
employees, outstanding performance, 
brilliant results 

240 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm
Hard cover
49,95 €

ISBN 978-3-86880-120-0
September 2011
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Sonja Ulrike Klug
Enterprises from the 
nicest side
79.95 €
 
ISBN 978-3-86880-121-7

Veronika Bellone
Thomas Matla
 
49.95 €
 
ISBN 978-3-86880-119-4
Rights sold to the Arabic language

Uwe Munzinger
Marc Sasserath, 
Karl-Georg Musiol
in the age of super-
brands
49.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-095-1

Martin Czerweny von Arland
Modern cash management

49.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-128-6

Jürgen Abel
The flexible production
49.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-127-9

Hitoshi Takeda
LCiA – Low Cost intelli-
gent Automati
129.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-126-2

Michael Birkenbihl 
»Train the Trainer« 
updated version
49.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-125-5
translated into Spanish and 
Arabic
20th edition 2011

Stephan Scholtissek
innovation Excellence  
original English edition
All Rights available

39.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86880-124-8

Christian Belz 
Markus Müllner 
Dirk Zupancic 
Excellence in Key Account 
Management
2nd updated and revised edition
Rights sold to the Indian-Subcontinent 
and Arabic language 
49.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86880-112-5

Christian Belz

Nicole Gaiziunas
Development in Supply
english edition
Chain Management
Rights sold to Indian-Subcon-
tinent and Arabic language
49.90 €
978-3-86880-026-5





beI lIng, born in 1959 in Peking, is a Chinese 
author, poet, essayist and dissident. He is a close
friend of Liu Xiaobo and founded the PEN in 
China together with him. In 2009, he came into 
the focus of German media, when he took part in 
a symposium in connection with the Frankfurt 
book fair, which the representatives of the Chine-
se government also visited. He lives in USA and 
in Taiwan.

dorrIs preIssler, born in 1980, worked 
with different radio channels before she switched 
to television. There, she worked as the editor for 
the program Clever! – the show that creates know-
ledge. She is the author of Radiologist is looking for 
a woman with inner beauty and I am allergic to it.    

dorrIs preIssler, born in 1980, worked 

bizarre conglomeration   

highlight of every party   

not knowing what is inside,  
is even more frightful

The encyclopaedia  
of horror  
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Bei Ling

Freedom sacrificed
The biography of the Nobel Laureate
for Peace, Liu Xiaobo

384 pages | 13.5 × 21.5 cm 
Hardcover with protective cover 
19.95 € (G) | 20.60 € (A) | CHF 30.50

ISBN 978-3-86883-134-4
Available
2011 – 2nd Reprint

the book about the nobel laureate for peace 
2010

a documentation of valour and courage of con-
viction

Written by a dissident and close friend of liu 
Xiaobo – the well-known chinese author bei 
ling

World rights without chinese

the book about the 
2010

a documentation of valour and courage of con
viction

Written by a dissident and close friend of 
Xiaobo – the well-known 
ling

World rights without 

The only biography of the Nobel Laureate 
for Peace – by his old friend Bei Ling

48 true crIme
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Doris Preiβler 
Frightful knowledge  
987 facts which you would  
rather not have known 

200 pages | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 
Brochure
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-179-5 
September 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 1 7 9 5

There are encyclopaedias on almost all topics: on forbidden 
sciences, useless knowledge, sex education, female knowledge, male 
knowledge… The time is ripe for an encyclopaedia that brings 
together the horror information of this world. Everything that you 
wanted to know, but never dared to ask till now: the deadliest 
poisons, the worst diseases, the nastiest food stuffs, the most 
spectacular injuries, the most dangerous routes of transport, the 
most poisonous animals etc. With this knowledge, you will be the 
king of every Halloween-Party.

•  There are living maggots in the maggot cheese (»Casu Marzu«), 
a specialty of Sardinia. They are up to 8 millimetres long and jump 
up to 15 centimetres high. Therefore, bread is placed on the cheese. 
The cheese itself tastes a little scruffy and sharp, and leaves behind 
a light burning on the tongue. The feeling can also come from the 
living maggot which crawls in the mouth. The cheese was illegal 
till 2005 as it was not secured till then that the maggot is pathogen 
free.  

•  Till 1829, one cured his agonizing tooth ache with actual cautery. 
But most of the patients lost consciousness during this treatment. 
To deaden the nerves left open, one applied arsenic paste.

•  Many bars offer small shells with snacks – and many help 
themselves to it. Even the guests who do not wash their hands 
after going to the toilet. Therefore, urine traces of up to 27 different 
persons were found on the munchies on investigation.

»this is a book about an absentee, an impri-
soned person, about a nobel prize laureate 
who is not allowed to accept his prize: liu Xiao-
bo. his old friend, bei ling, writes about him. 
he draws a picture with many facets, as only a 
friend can. exactly because this book explains 
a lot, but also stimulates questioning over and 
over again, it is a must-read.«

Elfriede Jelinek 
Nobel laureate for literature

translation from the chinese by martin Winter, 

Yin Yan and günther klotz 

cover: picture alliance/ liu Xia

rights sold to

Finnland and India - subcontinent



bernhard hoËcker works in front of the 
camera since 1997. But one also hears him on the 
radio and in cinema. He has been awarded prizes, 
has written books and tours the whole world with 
his Solo program. Yes, even Hong Kong was also 
there once. It’s due to his curiosity that he climbs 
through broken windows, looks behind fallen 
walls and goes through open doors. He has natu-
rally also penned down how one processes the 
experiences so obtained,. 

erIk haFFner lives in Munich and works as 
director and author since 1999.

toIas ZImmermann, born 1975, lives in 
Cologne and is ethnomusicologist.

aleXandra reInWarth has already writ-
ten many books. Among others, she has penned 
Arschgeweih (Tramp Stamp) for Ullstein as well as 
the imaginary encyclopaedia Die große Brockhaus 
for Droemer. Alexandra Reinwarth lives near Bar-
celona and is a true chick.

aleXandrareInWarth has already writ

the long awaited companion for women

the perfect gift for chicks

the only cult book for chicks which can take on 
the bro code

What bro is capable of now,  
chick was capable of long ago
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Written by cult comedian bernhard hoëcker

throughout in four colours 

such a book is already cult, even before it is 
released

Written by cult comedian 

throughout in four colours 

such a book is already cult, even before it is 
released

The pearls among  
the forgotten places   
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The Chick Code is a code for the female half of the population, which 
has already passed down their guiding principles orally for many 
centuries and over many generations – from one chick to the next. 
Though the living conditions have changed constantly and even 
the preferred heel length has varied, even so something has remained 
unchanged: chicks must stick together and the best female friend 
is more important than any guy.

Chicks have an important objective and that reads: »Lead the best 
possible life and deploy your weapons and your energy so that the 
bros are at your service in that way which you deem correct. « This 
naturally needs rules, how the chicks dress up, how they deal with 
each other, what they always do in any case and what they should 
never under any circumstances. The Chick Code is the long awaited 
transcript of the age old regulations, according to which the world 
of chicks or rather the world itself has always functioned.

Bernhard Hoëcker’s craving for adventure and thrill is almost 
immeasurable. He undertakes rallies from the Alps till Jordan. He 
climbs under highway bridges and on dilapidated industrial 
chimneys. He is on the lookout for the last adventurers in the 
civilized world. And he is not alone as someone must immediately 
photograph the madness and record it for the future generations. 
On many pages, Hoëcker penetrates more and more deeply into 
unknown terrain with his companions Erik Haffner and Tobias 
Zimmermann – in the search of further white patches in the 
googlebar urban zone. In this, you come across the incredible and 
bizarre. Or could you have known that in Beelitz besides asparagus, 
there exits an old hospital complex of the Russians in which the 
surgical instruments are still lying around? Did you know about 
the old monitoring station of the NSA on the Teufelsberg in Berlin 
in which there still are huge radar domes and rooms, the sense of 
which one would probably not want to imagine? 

In this illustrated book, one sees Bernhard Hoëcker’s most 
spectacular pictures of places left behind, which mostly lie dormant 
among us unrecognised. Commented upon in Hoëcker’s trademark 
intelligent and comic style of writing, that sets this one apart from 
the other books, Bernhard Hoëcker’s book of lost captivating 
locations shudders and amuses. For everyone like him who feels 
like Indiana Jones himself and wants to follow his call to participate 
in adventure

Bernhard Hoëcker | Erik Haffner  
Tobias Zimmermann
hoëcker’s discoveries
A remarkable picture book about
 long forgotten places 

200 pages | 19,0 × 24,0 cm 
Hardcover with numerous illustrations
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-172-6
October 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 1 7 2 6

Alexandra Reinwarth
der chick code
The rule book for chicks and 
for dealing with bros

200 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm 
Brochure
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-169-6
November 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 1 6 9 6



Johanna Fellner is one of the most 
known and preferred fitness experts in the Ger-
man speaking regions with her numerous fitness 
DVDs and books. The resident of Munich works 
as personal trainer and health coach, teaches at a 
technical college for sport and gymnastics’ teacher 
and trains them to become trainers. She is also 
internationally successful as a sports model and 
dancer. She appeared on TV Total with Stefan 
Raab as well as in Günter Grünwald’s Freitagcome-
dy (Friday comedy) and can be seen regularly on 
Telegym. As master trainer and German brand face 
of Reebok, she also participates in grand publici-
ty campaigns of the sports goods company. More 
about Johanna Fellner at www.johannafellner.com

patrIc heIZmann, fitness trainer and gra-
duate sports manager, is Germany’s most success-
ful diet coach and motivator. His method relies 
on intensive training phases as well as regular, 
balanced meal timings with lots of protein. The 
best evidence that his approach functions is the 
native of Freiburg himself: he has managed it in 
both the world championships for fitness in Ali-
cante on the winner’s podium. 

tImo krueger studied health management 
and is active as personal trainer in Hamburg since 
2010. He is the expert for exercise and fitness in 
the Ich bin dann mal schlank (I am slim then) team.

the long awaited companion for women

the perfect gift for chicks

the only cult book for chicks which can take on 
the bro code

Top shape in only 
8 weeks!

53sport & FItness

beautiful, nice and top fit: Johanna Fellner  
is the star of the german Fitness world 

For all the women who wish to feel at ease 
with their bodies once again

With numerous pictures and extensive exercise 
routines, hints for nutrition and tips for weight 
loss

beautiful, nice and top fit: Johanna Fellner 
is the star of the 

For all the women who wish to feel at ease 
with their bodies once again

With numerous pictures and extensive exercise 
routines, hints for nutrition and tips for weight 
loss

The recipe for success  
of the German Fitness Queen 

52 sport & FItness

Whether beginner or passionate hobby sportsman – the fitness 
DVD for successful method Ich bin dann mal schlank (I am slim 
then) by Patric Heizmann and Timo Krüger can one get where 
he is. A fitness test in the beginning reveals how it caters to one’s 
own condition and thus ensures that one begins the training at 
the right level. The progressive 4 + 4 - intensive program improves 
strength and stamina as well as coordination and flexibility. The 
uncomplicated and varied exercises can all be adapted to the 
individual fitness level. With his additional cardio-training, Timo 
Krüger guarantees to make everyone break into a sweat. He has 
developed a training program especially for this DVD, which 
pushes one to the maximum limit. Without the right diet, exercise 
has only half its worth! Patric Heizmann knows this first hand – 
and provides an additional diet program in a 20 page booklet 
with this DVD. Eating regularly, drinking a lot, reducing 
carbohydrates, filling up on proteins and naturally burning fat 
keeps the vehicle going: here one learns how to implement this 
in everyday life and optimally link it with the training.

When the fitness magazines surpass each other once again with 
fitness myths, experts like Johanna Fellner only shake their heads. 
»Very short term thinking!« Even if it is just 14 days during which 
the women must torment themselves for their dream figure – 
these two weeks one can safely give away – they are wasted. 
Because only one thing helps in the long run – a real change in 
the inner attitude and lifestyle. First of all, one must make it clear 
what actually counts: namely well-being and satisfaction with 
your own body. Beauty comes from within and one, who wishes 
to look good, must also feel good. Starvation diets or bikini – 
boot camps have exactly the opposite effect, by the way.

The well-known fitness trainer and author Johanna Fellner offers 
a real, long term solution. She shows every woman the way to a 
healthy, slim, fit and happy life: step by step and without false 
promises. She presents four different work outs and many good 
exercises which can be done easily in your own living room. Time 
and again, she motivates you to stick to it and thus helping you 
to vitality, a completely new physical self and the perfect body!

Johanna Fellner
project dream figure
The step by step concept

250 pages | 17,0 × 24,0 cm 
Brochure
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-127-6
October 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 1 2 7 6

Patric Heizmann | Timo Krueger
I am slim then
The Fitness-DVD for the method for success  
from Patric Heizmann!

DVD 
Run time: 120 minutes
19.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-150-4
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 3 1 5 0 4



dr. tIll sukopp studied sports science at 
the German Sport technical college in Cologne 
and got a PhD in the field of sports medicine. He 
earned his extensive practical knowledge through 
various trainer and lecturing activities as well as 
competitive experiences in various sports. For 
many years, he has occupied himself intensively 
with effective minimal programs and functional 
training methods, which can not only prevent inju-
ries but also considerably improve the efficiency.

55back lIst

one of the biggest fitness trends

the kettlebell training literally »shreds«  
the fat from the body!

effective and efficient functional training  
for all muscles

one of the biggest fitness trends

the kettlebell training literally »shreds« 
the fat from the body!

effective and efficient functional training 
for all muscles

The new wonder weapon  
for a strong and healthy body 

Kettlebells are ball dumbbells of solid cast iron. Their special 
shape allows a variety of exercises, which train the whole body 
for strength, stamina, speed and movement. Different from the 
normal dumbbells, the centre of mass in training with kettlebells 
constantly lies outside the hand, through which the stabilisation 
musculature of the body is additionally challenged and 
strengthened. The kettlebell training is highly functional and is 
one of the most effective and efficient fitness concepts of our 
time. 

The sports scientist, fitness coach and personal trainer Till Sukopp 
is one of the leading experts in the field of kettlebell training. His 
comprehensive handbook does not leave any theoretical or 
practical aspect out of sight and offers a plethora of exercises and 
training programs for every fitness level.
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Till Sukopp
the big kettlebell –
training book

350 pages | 24,0 × 24,0 cm 
Brochure
24.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86883-156-6
October 2011

Ulrich Stockheim
land of the rebels

19.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-138-2

Thilo Mischke
around the world  
in 80 woman 

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-052-1
Bestseller
Rights sold to Hungary and 
the Netherland

Thilo MischkeThomas Pospiech
auto – the ultimative 
grab-bag 

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-050-7

Frank Wehrheim
Inside tax tracing

19.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-105-4

Stefan Matschiner | Manfred Behr
borderline

19.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-132-0



Thomas P. 
the revengeful angel 

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-090-3 

the ultimate pilates workout

DVD
9.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-121-4

Antje Steinhäuser | Veronika Immler
When ohters embarrass us

12.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-087-3

Daniel Wiechmann  
Rob  Becker  
caveman – the book 

14.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-074-3
translated into
Slovenian and Portuguese 

Doris Preissler
radiologist seeks Woman 
with Inner beauty ...

9.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-086-6

Nicolai Worm | Doris Muliar
low carb

9.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-101-6

Michaela Moses | Doris Preissler
I'm allergic to

14.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-130-6

Michael Gösele
das verbotene buch

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-009-5
translated into Russian

Oliver Kahn 
me 

24.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-936994-99-5

Max Hardberger 
boarded, captured,  
rescued

19.95 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-097-2

Lars Amend 
bushido 

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-067-5 

back lIstback lIst 5756



the Forbidden book 2

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-061-3

Michael Hamm 
the right nutrition for  
sportsmen

17.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-011-8

Prof. Dr. Dr. Jürgen Gießing 
hIt-Fitness

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-022-4
Rights sold to Poland

Martin Winkler 
Fingerboarding 

16.90 €
ISBN 978-3-86883-027-9
translated into French 

Jochen Schweizer 
Why people must be  
able to fly

19.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-082-8

Lutz Graumann | Boris Beuke 
Mark Warnecke | Darcy Norman 
get Fit to run

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-054-5

Daniel Korte | René Mathussek 
Fussball-Freestyle  
DVD
19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86883-063-7

back lIstback lIst 5958

Daniel Korte | René Mathussek





detleF Vetten, Born 1956, was sports 
chief with Stern, local chief in Abendzeitung and 
works meanwhile mainly as a free journalist, 
among others, for Playboy, Zeit, Süddeutsche 
Zeitung, Stern, Psychologie heute, Spiegel and 
Focus. Now, after the end of his active career as 
an extreme sportsman, he plans a run through 
Germany with 30 leading interview partners for 
each of the interim finish lines. Name of the pro-
ject: Mensch, Deutschland! (Man, Germany!) He 
lives in Berlin.

dr. Jutta ZIegler, m.d. Vet., born 
1955, built up a veterinary hospital after her 
studies, near Salzburg. In addition, she comple-
ted training for professional veterinarian for 
homeopathy and extended her knowledge 
extensively in acupuncture as well as herbal 
remedies. Her practice for small animals and 
the associated natural fodder store profit from 
her many years' of experience. In seminars and 
talks, she informs colleagues about a general 
change in thinking in the treatment of dome-
stic animals and household pets.

a set – book for all animal owners and animal 
friends!

compulsory reading for all animal owners

With lovable illustrations 

clarification about the harm that is done to 
millions domestic animals

Vaccinated to death and  
poisoned by drugs

63non-FIctIon & bIographY

a look behind the curtains of psychiatry

haunting and inimitable

alcohol is the public drug no. 1

a look behind the curtains of psychiatry

haunting and inimitable

alcohol is the public drug 

A report from  
the closed institution

62 non-FIctIon & bIographY

It is estimated that 8.2 million cats and 5.4 million dogs live at present 
in German households. Almost every four-legged friend is regularly 
maltreated with senseless vaccinations, chemical drug combinations 
and abstruse diet feeds and is thus (ill) – treated regularly to make 
it really ill. This revealing book exposes the mismanagement in our 
veterinarian practice and uncovers the inter-relations between 
veterinarian business and the pet food industry. Veterinarian Dr 
Jutta Ziegler explains with the help of practical case examples, exactly 
how our dogs and cats should not be treated and nourished.

The responsible animal owner receives tips and advice in this book, 
about how he can protect his animal and himself against corrupt 
and unscrupulous veterinarians, who risk the health of the animals 
entrusted to them in order to enrich themselves unfairly.

A set – book for all animal owners and animal friends!

How does it feel to have alcohol as a »good friend« and to spend 
days and nights consuming it excessively? If one was not able to 
endure life anymore without it and wanted to jump out of the 
balcony in desperation, however, did not dare to and, on the other 
hand, rather called a friend? The friend alarms the emergency 
doctor, who brings the police and the nice officials bundle the 
failed balcony jumper into the closed department of psychiatry, 
where one looks after himself. Detlef Vetten, famous journalist, 
reporter and writer, has experienced exactly this. He describes 
his therapy, his associate patients, their stories, the staff, and the 
entire life in the psychiatric station.

One has never before gained such an intimate insight into the 
everyday life of a psychiatric station and its clients. And at the 
end, the fact remains that the border between »inside« and 
»outdoors« is not to be drawn so clearly at all.

Detlef Vetten
50 life-long days
My experiences in closed psychiatry

300 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover
17.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-237-3
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 3 7 3

© Barbara Ellen Volkmer

Dr. med. vet. Jutta Ziegler
dogs would live longer if ...
Black book of veterinarians

192 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover
17.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-234-2
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 3 4 2



thorsten haVener, born in 1972 in Saar-
brucken, completed training for a degree in inter-
pretation for English and French at the univer-
sities of Saarbrucken and Monterey, California. 
Besides his television appearances and his stage 
show »Denken und andere Randsportarten« 
[Thinking and other general sports], he also 
hosts numerous talks and conducts seminars.

IlJa grZeskoWItZ is a hypnotist and NLP 
trainer and has already hypnotised hundreds of 
people in his seminars, coaching events and talks 
in the most varied surroundings. Among his cli-
ents are entrepreneurs, doctors, executives and 
top managers. He lives in Berlin with his girl-
friend and his daughter.

perfect mix of theory and practice

hypnosis techniques that are guaranteed to 
function

easily applicable for everybody 

entertaining and amusing

Flash-hypnosis techniques  
everywhere and any time

65personal deVelopment 

the first dVd by thorsten havener

the conversion of his program for everybody

t

t

The first DVD of the bestselling author

64 polItIcs & economY

Impromptu hypnosis is the art to be able to hypnotise »from off-
the-cuff«, that is, regardless of the time, place and context. By 
effective technologies, it is easy to hypnotise other people in the 
shortest time and to cause impressive phenomena like amnesia, 
catalepsy or hallucinations. With the help of a simple system and 
detailed instructions, beginners and advanced practitioners learn 
about a hypnosis style with the help of which they are soon able 
to apply effective quick inductions and efficient absorptions in 
thought and initiate radical changes.

»I am surprised, I must really say this«, Johannes B. Kerner 
stammered into the camera. This was shortly after the broadcast, 
in which a studio guest had stated: »I can read thoughts.« Kerner 
tested the guest before running cameras and came to the conclusion: 
»This cannot be true! This is impressive.« The studio guest was 
Thorsten Havener. He has abilities, which seem inexplicable at the 
first sight. Over and over again, the reader of thoughts amazes the 
audience. Millions of spectators saw his SAT. 1 Show of Der 
Gedankenleser (The Thought reader) and were fascinated. The 
Süddeutsche Zeitung calls him a »prospective Wonder of the 
World«.

You can also learn some of these impressive abilities. And indeed 
completely without clairvoyance or extrasensory abilities. Only by 
observing the opponent! Gestures and facial expressions let 
emotions become visible. With numerous experiments and 
practical exercises, Thorsten Havener explains in this unique DVD, 
how you perceive your surroundings much more intensely – and 
thus go to the bottom of some secrets of reading thoughts.

Thorsten Havener
reading thoughts
The secret of decoding people

DVD
Runtime about 70 minutes
16.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-247-2
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 4 7 2

Ilja Grzeskowitz
Impromptus hypnosis
The art to be able to hypnotise any time and 
everywhere

224 pages | 13,5 × 21,0 cm 
Hardcover
19.99 € 

ISBN 978-3-86882-246-5
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 4 6 5



andreas brede is an NLP trainer and deals 
with NLP and personality development since 
2001. For many years, besides various seminars, 
he leads an independent NLP Peer group in Stutt-
gart. He is known for his intuitive and empathetic 
style in the practice of personal change manage-
ment.

sascha ballach is qualified NLP trainer, 
regularly organises NLP exercise evenings and 
pursues own blog on the subject Personality deve-
lopment. Besides, in his seminars and in his coa-
ching sessions, he has developed the concept of 
the comfort zone exercises and has improved it 
continually together with Andreas Brede.

dr. Werner krag is a graduate in psycho-
logy and remedial practitioner with long-stan-
ding experience in consultation of individuals 
and couples. He holds talks and seminars on the 
subjects of motivation, happiness and fulfilment.

attain life goals 

Finally, the new, 6th edition

For 8 years, a best-seller on the subject of 
happiness

Rules for a happy life

67personal deVelopment 

With more than 150 practical exercises

easy to apply for everybody

every routine becomes more exciting with this 
book

With more than 150 practical exercises

easy to apply for everybody

every routine becomes more exciting with this 
book

Personality training made easy

66 personal deVelopment 

Indeed, actually, we are not doing so badly at all. Then why are so 
many of us always so discontented, in fact, unhappy? Most people 
get sometimes stuck in the everyday average and forget their dreams. 
However, this need not be the case! There are some basic rules, 
which one can follow to retain the joy in the life and to remain 
psychically stable. With many sensitively portrayed case studies, 
Dr. Krag elucidates this and shows us the way to a self-determined 
life full of joy and happiness.

This book deals with personality development in a completely new 
way. It pursues another approach, off from theory, up to practice. 
Nobody has of course changed yet merely by reading, but has 
changed only by applying the acquired knowledge and the  
experience linked with it. This book provides not only the knowledge 
that is necessary, but also offers a lot of practical exercises, which 
help to develop one’s own personality as well as to recognise and 
use its potential.

During the last years, the expansion of the comfort zone has turned 
out to be a very effective way to speed up one’s development, to 
confront one’s fears and to attain more self-confidence and have a 
self-assured demeanour. In addition, the exercises train one to have 
flexibility in dealing with the most varied situations.

This book is exactly the right one for someone who would really 
like to do something for himself and his development. The exercises 
lead to visible success within the shortest time.

Andreas Brede | Sascha Ballach
get out of your comfort zone
The exercise book for the development of 
your personality

192 Seiten | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Brochure
14.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-233-5
Available 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 3 3 5 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 4 4 1

Werner Krag
Why am I actually not happy?
Pathways to a really good life

304 Seiten | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 
Brochure
9.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-244-1
Available



alIna schumann is a journalist, has a Ger-
man passport, lived in Istanbul, Asia and Paris 
and has moved her centre of life, in the mean-
time, in Tuscany and to Munich. She has deve-
loped TV serials and magazine projects, was mar-
ried three times, has an adult daughter and tries 
to pen down her experiences with the other gen-
der humorously

Isabel garcÍa, born in 1969 in Hamburg, 
is an elocution trainer, seminar leader, speaker 
and presenter. The trained singer, actress and 
certified speaker is an expert in all that concerns 
the spoken word. Her seminars are booked by 
customers like Bertelsmann, Peek & Cloppen-
burg, Intercontinental Hotels Group, Commerz-
bank and many others.

one can learn ready wit 

Fundamentals of  communication: professional 
tips for students

the standard work for students

the pressure on students becomes greater and 
greater

tested with pupils

How children get through  
school successfully 

69communIcatIon  

the gift from a woman to woman

a comprehensive compendium

the concept of success

the gift from a woman to woman

a comprehensive compendium

the concept of success

For all, who do not understand  
men till now
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Many youngsters are bullied or teased at school by other 
schoolmates, treated unfairly by teachers or have terror of projects 
and seminar papers. However, with a few elocution tricks and ruses, 
one can effortlessly learn to counter fear and to present well.

»Elocution« sounds, in the first place, frightfully boring for pupils. 
But this must not be so. Elocution trainer Isabel Garcia gives 
entertaining and target-group oriented communication tips for 
pupils in the age group 9 to 14 years. In lucid and clear manner, she 
explains the fundamentals of oratory, how they are used and applied 
ever y day at school. Ever ything , right from the correct 
communication with school-friends and teachers to self-confident 
appearance before the class as well as the body language of the 
pupil right up to the structural makeup of a good project and the 
optimal preparation for an oral examination, is dealt with extensively 
in the book.

In order to ensure that all these tips really help and function, Isabel 
Garcia has tested them with pupils of the most different schools. 
With this book, the school is fun again!

What do we know, actually, about men? When it comes to it, mostly 
not enough … Alina Schumann has sallied forth to gather all 
information, which could turn out useful in the investigation of the 
male sex – and which is really enjoyable to read. Lists, statistics, 
tables about it, how men think, what they like and what not, what 
is important to them, what is fun to them and a lot more. Simply 
everything what one must know about men.

THE compendium for people who wish to understand men has 
come out, and it teaches the readers amusingly what they did not 
yet know up to now, but should necessarily get to know to fathom 
the other gender completely. An indispensable small present for 
every girl's party and the perfect present for all occasions

Alina Schumann
everything that one must know 
about men

200 Seiten | 13,5 × 21,0 cm 
Brochure
16.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-147-5
August 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 1 4 7 5

personal deVelopment 

Isabel García
Quick-witted in school
How you can assert yourself better and 
master exam situations extremely well

200 pages | 14,8 × 21,0 cm 
Brochure
16.99 €

ISBN 978-3-86882-241-0
November 2011 9 7 8 3 8 6 8 8 2 2 4 1 0



kurt tepperWeIn is an alternative practi-
tioner and therapist. Since 1984, he is a lecturer 
at the International Academy of Sciences. He leads 
the work group for mental training. The applica-
tion of his mental training is for many people – 
not only for top executives and top sportsmen – 
an important component of their life and a path 
to success.

The classics by Kurt Tepperwein
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the popular longseller

the proven bestselling author 
kurt tepperwein

this is how you finally find the true cause of 
your illness

the popular longseller

the proven bestselling author
kurt tepperwein

this is how you finally find the true cause of 
your illness

The healing power of the soul

70 personal deVelopment 

Every illness is an expression of a disharmony in the consciousness. 
A symptom informs us by the reaction of our body exactly where 
we have lost the internal balance and what we must do to be in 
harmony with life again.

In this book Kurt Tepperwein shows how we can recognise and 
indicate symptoms of illness properly, and recommends steps for 
healing. He leads us over and over again to the true cause and at 
last to ourselves.

Detailed descriptions of more than 100 symptoms of illness from 
A to Z, each with concrete advice as to what is to be done, follow 
the introduction to the interconnections between body and mind 
in the first part of the book. A detailed list of the most important 
organs and body parts shows us their spiritual correspondence and 
thus what is really behind our physical sufferings.

9 7 8 3 6 3 6 0 7 0 9 6 8

Kurt Tepperwein
What your illness  
wants to tell you
The language of symptoms
304 Seiten | 12,5 × 18,7 cm 
Brochure
9.95 €

updated version
ISBN 978-3-636-07096-8
Available
8th edition 2011
translated into Brazilian, Czech, 
Bulgarian, Slovak, Polish, Spanish, 
Hungarian, Portuguese and Russian

Kurt Tepperwein
my relationship with myself

5.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07221-4
Translated into Hungarian language

Kurt Tepperwein
life, here and now

8.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07192-7
translated into: Czech, Hungarian language

Kurt Tepperwein
let go of what does not 
make you happy

9.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07097-5
translated into Spanish, Czech, 
Dutch, Russian,  Hungarian and 
Slovak

Kurt Tepperwein
Intuition – the secret power

8.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-636-07177-4
translated into: Lithuanian language

Kurt Tepperwein
y relationship with myself

Kurt Tepperwein
the message of your body

8.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-231-1
Translated into: Slovak, Czech, 
Turkish, Hungarian and Chinese
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language learning in theory and practice

completely rewritten from the 33rd edition onwards 

since that time, more than 5,500 copies sold – more than 
160,000 copies sold all together

With many case examples and techniques

With extra cd – learning test “language learning”, a mul-
tinational media course by 

 

Learning with Vera F. Birkenbihl
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teach nevertheless!
15.90 € 
Isbn 978-3-636-06290-1

the inner archive
15.90 € 
Isbn 978-3-636-07206-1

learn nevertheless!
9.90 €
Isbn 978-3-636-06291-8

permit learning
5.95 € 
Isbn 978-3-636-07251-1

10.95 €  
ISBN 978-3-86882-211-3

Melissa Leone
my secret

16.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-163-5
Rights sold to Poland and Russian

Manfred Hassebrauck
everything about love

14.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-166-6

Melissa Leone
m secret

Doris Preißler
could you have done it?

9.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-229-8

Thomas Görblich
What dogs think

19.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-168-0

Anne Ibsch-Wolf
I

14.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-152-9

Kurt Tepperwein

happy

16.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-012-6
translated into Hungarian, Slovak 
and Czech 

Vera F. Birkenbihl 
a head Full of straw?
 
8.90 € (D) | 9.20 € (A) | sFr. 15.90
Isbn 978-3-636-07227-6
rights sold to egypten
translated into chinese and czech

Vera F. BirkenbihlVera F. Birkenbihl 
communication training
 
8.90 € (D) | 9.20 € (A) | sFr. 15.90
Isbn 978-3-636-07253-5
June 2010
translated into slovak, czeck, Italian, 
portuguese, romenian, arabic, dutch, 
chinese, korea
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Alexandra Reinwarth
the luck project

14.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-205-2
translated into: Korean language

Alexandra Reinwarth
the luck project

Danijela Pilic
Yoga bitch

14.95 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-203-8

Katja Schneidt
prisoner in germany

17.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-219-9

Miriam Pielhau
Foreign body 

17,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-027-0
Rights sold to China

Miriam Pielhau
Foreign body 
Miriam Pielhau
Foreign 

Holger Fischer
You are ... your best trainer

16.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-020-1

Charlotte Labouche
101 places, where you should 
have sex ...

16.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-025-6

Robert Neuendorf
as I met my mother in tbe sex 
shop

12.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-016-4 
translated into Spanish

Charlotte Labouche
the ultimate sex

14.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-007-2
translated into: Czech language

Charlotte Labouche
the ultimate sex

Alexandra Reinwarth
miss sex

16.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-159-8

Detlef Dreßlein | Laila Kühle
I placed myself on the  
vacuum cleaner accidentally

12.90 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-171-0

Ingo Stein | Erwin E. Zongl
unbelievable sex knowledge

12.99 € 
ISBN 978-3-86882-226-7

Melissa Leone
the magical compass  
of the heart

16,90 €
ISBN 978-3-86882-004-1
Rights sold to Russia and Poland
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